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I am super excited to be sharing this exercises with you!

 

It will allow you to fully process through all 5 levels of emotion so that you

can come out on the other side rejuvenated! Sometimes we get stuck

because we’ve only partially processed something. There are 5 layers of your

emotions/feelings that have to be working through in order to complete the

cycle. This exercise is designed to walk you through those steps in order so

that you can fully process, heal and release.

 

Letter best practices:

Welcome...

XOXO,

Maureen Casey

 

Give yourself enough uninterrupted time to write through all 5 steps.

Do the whole thing! Don’t stop because you feel better after 1 or 2 or

because you want to call someone and talk about the breakthrough you

had before you finished!

Take care of yourself! I recommend having some lemon water or a

soothing tea with you while writing. The take a nice cleansing bath or

shower after – visualize everything being washed off of you…all those

emotions, feelings, memories…whatever needs to be released!

Use this as often as you need as a tool to work through what’s holding you

back or keeping you stuck in any area of your life by changing the word

as needed.
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Love Letter writing prompt directions:

Get everything you need ready – quiet room, notebook/journal, pens,

drink, comfy clothes.

Write through every level of this letter before deeming it complete.

Clear and release it all afterwards.

 

Love Letter writing prompt:

>> Set your intention: State the “issue” you’re facing. This could be a

block, argument, feeling, pattern, situation, etc…

 

>> Level 1 - Anger & Blame: It has to be expressed and here’s the place to

do it! Write about the anger and/or blame that you’re experiencing (or

placing on someone/thing) due to the issue you’re facing. Here are

some lead-ins that might help:

I don’t like it when…

I resent…

I hate it when… 

 

>> Level 2 – Hurt & Sadness: This is where

most people get stuck. They either start to experience hurt and sadness

and run or they experience it and think they’re done. Just remember, it’s

ok to be hurt, and it’s ok to be sad! No one has to read this letter. You

want let it all out here, experience it, feel it, get to know it, and then move

on! No shame, no judgement! Here are some lead-in’s that might help

you:

 

1.

2.

3.
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feel sad when…

I feel awful because…

I feel disappointed because…

I want(ed)             something that didn’t happen

 

>> Level 3 – Fear & Insecurities: I believe this is where the magic begins!

Seeing, experiencing, facing out fears and insecurities equips us for when

they come up so that we can move forward instead if shutting down or

ignoring them. No matter how silly, small, or irrational it seems…write it

down! Here are some lead-ins that might help you:

I’m afraid that…

I feel scared because…

What I need is…

 

>> Level 4 – Guilt/Remorse/Regret: This is the most commonly unspoken

area and the most lonely. It’s that decision you made last year that

you’re still made at yourself for but too embarrassed to acknowledge it

because you think that if you just ignore it no one will look at you like…

you know where this is going. It’s time express the guilt, shame, remorse,

resentment, regret, and so on that you feel. Here are a few lead-in’s that

might help you:

I’m sorry that…

Please forgive me for…

I really wish that… (most likely a “could have been” situations)
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>> Level 5 – Positive Expression: Once you’ve experienced these 5

negative states, you are more open and ready to experience the loving

ones…the positive ones! Here are some lead-in’s that might help you:

I love you because…

Thank you for…(a list is fine)

I forgive you for…(a list is fine)

 

>> Be Open to Receive: And then just end the letter by expressing what it

is that you want, what it is that you wish/desire, and what it is that you

need.
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Meet the woman who’s
Touched, Moved and Inspired 
 
Across 5 Continents…
Over 100,000 Women

Maureen Casey has impacted over 100,000 women who have listened to her
expert teachings on fulfillment, working with your ambition, embracing the chaos,
money, success, and entrepreneurship!
 
She decided to become a life coach after having a meltdown over a bad
shopping experience where she walked away feeling defeated, ugly, and
unworthy of buying the clothes that made her feel sexy & fierce. She was a single
mom, with big dreams who was determined to kick "being stuck, unfulfilled, and
desperate for change" in the butt!
 
She vowed that if she found a way out she would share it with women all around
the world...and that's exactly what she did!
 
She got certified as a life coach, finished up loose ends on her degrees, and went
all in to the business of creating impactful change!
 
Today, Maureen is a Badass Life Coach and business mentor for ambitious
women all around the world with over 10 successful digital courses, 5 life-
changing e-books, and a top notch private coaching program!
 
To continue your incredible journey with Maureen as your mentor, join her
Facebook Group and reach out to her in a private message letting her know
where you're at in your journey.


